


Learning by Doing

Design for Validation
True for experimental and simulation work; 1 part design to 100 parts 
testing and validation
Break task into smaller parts that can be individually validated
allows re-use of tested components; don’t need to validate them again
Bugs tend to be in interfaces between the modules
Documentation helps!
For large tasks, extend the principle with hierarchy
How these interfaces between the components act is very important:
Block diagrams, with clean, simple interfaces are best even if not the 
most efficient implementation—efficient for your time
Create the architecture with the view to making it easy to modify:
research will involve many iterations

Exercise: how is this different from design for mass production?

Solution:
Research: cost function we want to reduce is time spent debugging; 
flexibility in function is needed due to uncertainty regarding what 
approach will work best
Production: production costs become more important; already know 
what works

Simulation Fundamentals
Begins with mathematical model of system, and the known results
-analytical and experimental results, results of trusted simulation
Simulation extended to new cases
-new conditions, updated model, too complicated for analytical solution 
for all cases
Simulation goal
-testing a new hypothesized model against new experimental data 
(discovery of causes)
-predictions of performance of new system in test scenarios (system 
design)



Sufficiency of testing
-use prior results to debug new code before new cases; may need a 
statistical test; often assume tests and trials are independent when they 
are not (e.g., bug, or modeling error)
Basic limitation: all models are approximate, even physical “laws”
-simulations can be even more limited due to computational cost
-may require brutal honesty about whether evidence produced is good 
enough for design or research purpose

Exercise: how would simulate a contest of tic-tac-toe?

Solution: 
Model: begin with game itself, rules, winning condition, ties, etc.
The next thing is the set of allowable strategies
This one is simple—we know the optimal strategies; not true in most 
games.

Fundamentals of physical experiments
Begin with mathematical model of system, known results, trusted 
equipment
-trusted equipment can calibrate for its range of operation conditions
Experiment extends to new cases
-testing of new model, testing of new equipment
Experimental goal
-testing hypothesized model against new experimental data (discovery 
of causes)
-validation of performance of new equipment (systems design)
Sufficiency of testing
-use prior results to debug components before new test cases; usually 
needs statistical test; calibration can be very painful—small changes 
can lead to lots of errors; much easier if in approximately linear of 
operation
Basic limitations
-testing takes even more time for each data point than for simulations; 
need very careful planning for measurement campaign; requires brutal 
honesty about whether the evidence produced is good enough



Exercise: how do the underlying scientific and engineering concepts 
connect with simulations or experiments?

We deliberately set these up in parallel in preceding discussion.


